
1. ‘I love travelling….’ by Alessia, Marin and Valentina from Italy

From my point of view I totally agree with what the person says and the same thing
happens to me.

Iker Sune, Spain

2. ‘Why war over peace?’ by Igor from Poland

I think that this poem is telling the true. There are a lot of countries with wars and
enemies… I like it so much and I think the writer is telling all the true.

Anna, Spain

3. ‘War justifies none of us…’ by Magdalena from Poland

I like it, not only because is beautiful, because it transmit a good message at the
people that are interested in that, and it’s a good text to mentalize to the other people
that the war is bad and we have to stop it.

Biel Altes Camalda, Spain

4. ‘Travel’ by Elisa Davoli from Italy

I like this poem because it shows all travel options: peaceful and quiet, spontaneous
or travel that change your life. Some time ago our friends from Ukraine had to go on a
trip like that. they didn’t know where they were going but they trusted destiny.

Zuzanna Kowalska, Poland

5. ‘ Peace is a wonderful word…’ by Enzo and Evann from France

I’m right with the poem. The world will be better without wars.

Anna, Spain

6. ‘ Peace and love…’ by Clement, Adame and Yanis from France

All the things that they said are things that we must do it. But  there are a lot of
persons that doesn’t have empathy…

Anna, Spain

7. ‘The travels’ by Isabel Verzelloni from Italy



I’m the person who loves most travel. I’m right with all the poem, it tells the true. We
can open our minds… This poem is one of my favourites!

Anna, Spain

Polish students were asked by Italian ones the following question:
Dear Polish students, can you tell us a little about the situation you are living with
your Ukrainian friends? A Ukrainian student came to our school, but in our class…

While staying in Batea, Spain (a project on Robotics and languages) our eTwinning project
members sat around one table and Nadia wrote an answer for you:

Meeting Ukrainian kids, who are in our age is interesting experience. We became
friends with them and I think it’s amazing that we can talk with them and support them
as much as it's possible. They are normal people who have to find themselves in new
places, and we have to help them.
At first it was weird to talk with them, for example with using Google translator. But
they are learning Polish very fast (our languages sound similar) and become natural.
We hope the war will end soon and our friends will be able to go back to their homes
safely.


